FISHING SECTOR

Adriano Quintela; Gonçalo Carneiro; Salvador Vega; Boyko Doychinov; Aya Khalil; Carlos Botana; Michele Quesada da Silva; Alejandro Iglesias Campos; Maria Francisco Baldo; Sergi Rasero Garcia
Maritime Activity: Description

- Galicia economic sector pillar;
- Works worldwide;
- The sector is much more than the capture activity;
- Coastal, artisanal fishery is declining;
- Is difficult to find good sailors;
- There is an high investment in the sector with high turnover to society but low to the Port;
- The shipowners also process, commercialize the fishing product;
Suggestions to improve the link between the sector and MSP

There is the need to raise awareness on MSP:

• What is it?
• What are the consequences?
• What are the challenges?

The Sector will be affected by planning in other parts of the world
Thank You!